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PLAINTIFF, a public utility, brought suit against the defendant municipality to enjoin enforcement of rates in a natural gas franchise granted plaintiff by defendant. The franchise, granted in 1947 for a period of twenty-five years, gave plaintiff the exclusive right to sell and distribute natural gas within the corporate limits of the city of Monroe at rates provided in the franchise. In 1955, plaintiff applied to the Louisiana Public Service Commission for an increase in the rates claiming that they were confiscatory. On the application of the city of Monroe commission proceedings were enjoined by the Louisiana Supreme Court on the ground that the rate-making power for Monroe had been delegated to the municipality and the commission was without jurisdiction. Plaintiff then requested that defendant exercise the delegated power and revise the rates upward, and on defendant's refusal to do so brought the instant action to enjoin enforcement of the schedule of rates contained in the franchise. Plaintiff contended that the twenty-five year franchise agreement could not be considered irrevocable because a municipality could not contract away the delegated police power of the state. Plaintiff therefore claimed that the rates set in the franchise were subject to revision, and, since they were confiscatory, defendant should be required to revise them upwards. The trial court rendered judgment for the plaintiff, granting a preliminary injunction. On appeal the Louisiana Supreme Court, held, reversed. Where a municipality which has been delegated the power to fix rates does so by franchise, the terms of the agreement are binding upon the public utility. There is no violation of the constitutional prohibition against abridgment of the police power of the state because the legislature may withdraw the delegated power from the municipality at any time. United Gas Corporation v. City of Monroe, 236 La. 825, 109 So.2d 433 (1958).

Because of the nature of their operations, public utilities are subjected to the police power of the state. Since one of the ele-
ments of the police power is the power to fix rates, the government may impose rates upon a utility regardless of the consent of the utility. The fixing of rates by the government is always subject to the constitutional prohibition that private property cannot be taken without due process of law. This has been construed to mean that if the rates imposed do not allow the utility a reasonable return on its investment, a deprivation of property without due process takes place and the rates are then subject to being revised.

The statutes and constitutions of some states, including Louisiana, provide that the police power of the state cannot be abridged. This does not prevent a delegation of the power used in fixing rates to an agency capable of handling it more efficiently, such as a commission created especially for the purpose of fixing rates. The rate-fixing power may also be delegated to a municipality. Usually the authority granted to a municipality is not as broad as the power to fix rates by compulsion, but includes only the power to enter into agreements with the utility and to regulate within the framework of such agreement. In this situation, the power to regulate compulsorily would remain in the state and a contract made by a municipality with a utility would be subject to revision by the state under the police power should the rates established therein become confiscatory, or should they become inimical to the public welfare by being too high. On occasion, however, compulsory rate-fixing power as
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well as the right to fix rates through agreements is delegated to
a municipality.12 This result is possible in Louisiana, even though
the Louisiana Constitution of 1921 placed the compulsory rate-
fixing power in the Public Service Commission.13 The Louisiana
Supreme Court has decided that the commission was vested by
the Constitution with only such compulsory rate-fixing power as
had not been previously delegated to the municipalities.14
Whether a city has been delegated the power to fix rates by agree-
ment and by compulsion depends upon the interpretation given
the particular statute granting the power to the municipality.15

Although the City of Monroe has been held to possess the
power to fix rates by compulsion, it has established rates in a
franchise agreement.16 The question was thus presented as to the
validity of the franchise agreement in the light of the constitu-
tional prohibition against abridgement of the police power of the
state.17 If the instant case is interpreted as meaning that both
parties to the franchise agreement are bound and there is lan-
guage therein so indicating,18 it would seem that there was a vio-
lation of the constitutional prohibition against abridgement of
the state's police power.19 This theory is supported by the fact
that, assuming the city is bound, neither the state nor the city
would be able to exercise the police power to revise the rates. The
city would not be able to exercise the power because it would be
bound by contract. The state could not exercise it until the dele-
gation to the city was withdrawn. The court, however, indicated
that the constitutional prohibition is against an irrevocable dele-
gation of the police power.20 Citing authority for the proposition
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that delegated power is always subject to revocation by the legislature,21 the court concluded that this was also true here and that the constitutional prohibition was satisfied. It would seem, however, that the fact that the legislature may withdraw the delegated police power from the city does not mean that the power has not been abridged. Apparently the purpose of the constitutional prohibition against abridgement of the police power is to guarantee that the general welfare of the people of the state will not be sacrificed by relinquishment of the state's power to act in preservation of that welfare. Here, if the general welfare of the public was suffering under a franchise agreement binding on the city, relief would not be possible until the legislature acted to withdraw the police power to fix rates compulsorily which had been delegated to the city. Thus, effective relief would depend on what could very well be a lengthy legislative process of re-acquiring a police power in order that it might be exercised. Despite the language in the instant case indicating that the franchise agreement is binding on both parties, the holding of the case is only that the utility is bound. If the case stands only for this proposition, then the franchise would not prevent the City of Monroe from exercising the delegated police power to fix rates compulsorily. Under this interpretation of the case, the constitutional prohibition against abridgement of the police power clearly would not be violated, since the power could be exercised immediately, without further action by the legislature. It does not seem too harsh to conclude that the utility is bound unconditionally by the franchise, while the city is bound only conditionally, since it is probable that the utility entered into the contract believing that the franchise would be subject to the police power. However, it might not have been contemplated that the municipality as a party would be able to exercise the police power with respect to that agreement.

In conclusion, it is submitted that if the instant case stands only for the proposition that the utility is bound by the franchise, then the constitutional prohibition against abridgement of the state's police power has not been abridged. On the other hand, if the instant case means that the franchise is binding on both parties, then it is arguable that the police power of the state has been unconstitutionally abridged.
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